The meeting was called to order at 6:07PM with the President in the chair. Owen moved to appoint Stephane as Speaker. This motion was adopted without debate.

The speaker assumed the chair and the secretary was present. The following voting members were in attendance, on time:

- David McLaughlin
- Sumit Singh
- Catherine Sun
- Joiye Zhang
- Jonathan Mak
- Stephane Hamade
- Owen Smith
- Tom Yan
- Elizabeth McFaul
- Josh Tsai
- Mustansir Nabbir
- Marc Burns

The following voting members were in attendance, but late:

- Sean Hunt

The following voting members were not in attendance:

- Paul Song
- Danial Ghofrani
- Jonathan Bailey
- Febrian Sidharta
- Alexander Maguire
- Sumit Singh
- Isabel Ji
- Willis Liu
- Febrian Sidharta
- Alexander Maguire
- Edgar Magalhaes
- Troy Liddell
- Jazbel Wang
- Xujin Ma

The Space Committee reported that their survey on student space in the faculty has been released, and there have been almost 200 responses.

Owen moved to “fund $300 for the PMC to hold the SASMS math seminars”. The motion was adopted after discussion.

Marc moved to disband the CMC. Marc moved to amend the motion to include “and split the space evenly between the CSC and the PMC until the report from the space committee comes back”. Sean brought forward a secondary amendment of “and split the space evenly between the CSC and the PMC” with “and use the space as bookable space”. Elizabeth moved to postpone this item until the next meeting. The motion was adopted.

The meeting was adjourned at 6:48PM.